Positive regulation of the expression of the Escherichia coli pts operon. Identification of the regulatory regions.
The pts operon of Escherichia coli is composed of the ptsH, ptsI and crr genes coding for three proteins central to the phosphoenolpyruvate dependent phosphotransferase system (PTS), the HPr, enzyme I and EIIIGlc proteins, respectively. We previously showed that transcription from the promoter region located upstream from the pts operon is regulated by two control circuits, which can occur independently from each other. Transcription of the pts operon is (1) stimulated by the CAP-cAMP complex and (2) enhanced during growth on glucose, a PTS substrate. The DNA regions involved in regulation of the expression of the pts operon have been identified. Two promoters, P0 and P1, separated by 100 bp are located upstream from the pts operon. In these promoter regions, we identified two sequences showing similarity with the consensus of CAP-binding sites, CAPa located near P0 and CAPb located in the -35 region of P1. In vivo experiments showed that binding of CAP-cAMP at the CAPa site stimulates transcription from the P0 promoter. The binding sites of CAP-cAMP and/or RNA-polymerase on a DNA fragment containing both P0 and P1 promoters as well as both CAPa and CAPb sites were examined by the technique of DNase I footprinting. These in vitro experiments suggested that CAP-cAMP binding at the CAPb site might also play a role in regulation of the pts operon expression. In addition, we showed that the DNA region carrying the CAPa site is important for regulation by glucose. We finally propose that the expression of the pts operon is controlled by two alternative positive regulatory mechanisms, which are designed to allow activation of the pts operon under a great variety of growth conditions.